The University of Manitoba’s Department of Internal Medicine - Section of Neurology at Winnipeg’s Health Sciences Centre is recruiting faculty with expertise in multiple sclerosis.

**CLINICAL**

The MS Clinic at Winnipeg’s Health Sciences Centre is a provincial resource for a catchment population of nearly 1.5 million. The clinic currently includes four subspecialty trained MS neurologists caring for nearly three thousand persons with demyelinating diseases. Allied health support includes two nurse practitioners, OT, PT, dietician and social worker. There is a clinical EMR which feeds into a research database. The clinic is housed in a new ambulatory care facility which opened in April 2022. Clinical income is derived from fee for service billing, augmented by a substantial per diem supplement.

**RESEARCH**

Three of our MS neurologists have fifty percent or more protected research time and the group has a strong, international reputation in epidemiological research having acquired tens of millions of dollars in competing national and international research grants over the last fifteen years.

For additional Information contact:

Dr. Dan Roberts - Neurology Section Head
e-mail: droberts@hsc.mb.ca

**RECRUITMENT**

We wish to recruit one additional individual with fifty percent research protected time and another full time MS clinician. Both positions require a fellowship in MS and the researcher will require further additional research training and experience and demonstrate a publication track record. Start dates are negotiable based on successful candidates’ availability. Academic rank is commensurate with experience and academic record.

Applicants must:

- Have specialty qualifications in Neurology in the country of current practice (certification by the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada is preferred)
- Be eligible for registration with the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Manitoba
- Physicians may be eligible for a recruitment incentive

To apply, send:

- cover letter
- curriculum vitae
- names of three potential references with their contact information to:

e-mail: INTMEDRECRUITMENT@umanitoba.ca
The City

Manitoba’s multicultural capital with a population of more than 800,000 - offers a high quality of life with affordable housing, a long heritage of diverse cultural activity, numerous recreational opportunities, outstanding arts and cultural life and is home to the:

- Winnipeg Symphony Orchestra, Canada’s Royal Winnipeg Ballet, and Manitoba Opera
- NHL Winnipeg Jets & CFL Winnipeg Blue Bombers
- Canadian Museum for Human Rights, the Manitoba Museum, the Winnipeg Art Gallery and new Inuit Art Gallery – Qaumajuq
- Assiniboine Park and Zoo - 445 hectares of grassy lawns, mature trees, cultural facilities, and English garden; Fort Whyte Alive 259 hectares with five lakes, grassy parkland, bog boardwalks and seven kilometers of walking and cycling trails. Assiniboine Forest – one of Canada’s largest urban nature parks
- numerous internationally renowned Summer and Winter festivals: Festival du Voyageur - Winnipeg’s most popular winter festival, Folklorama - longest running cultural festival in the world
- Winnipeg is a restaurant rich culinary hub known for its hot new restaurants, and outdoor patios

Winnipeg is one of two Canadian cities to be recognized by the International Festival & Events Assoc as a world festival and event city. “Once overlooked as a flyover city Manitoba’s capital has put itself on the map once and for all.” MACLEANS Magazine, 2018

The Province - Manitoba

Manitoba, a diverse province located in the heart of Canada, provides a unique and vibrant four-seasons with more than four million incredible hectares of land and water (100,000 lakes) set aside in 92 provincial parks. Choose from lush boreal forests, prairie parklands, winding river valleys, intriguing historic sites, sandy beaches, pristine lakes and crystal streams. Manitoba enjoys more than 2300 hours of bright sun annually.

Information on Winnipeg and Manitoba available at:
https://www.tourismwinnipeg.com
https://www.travelmanitoba.com

Information on the
- Section of Neurology
- Department of Internal Medicine
- University of Manitoba
available at:
https://umanitoba.ca/medicine/department-internal-medicine